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Reclining Figure: Festival
Reclining Figure: Festival (LH 293) Is A Bronze Sculpture By English Artist Henry Moore, Commissioned By The Arts Council In 1949.
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By 1949, Moore was already recognized as Britain's greatest living sculptor, having won the prize

for sculpture at the Venice Biennale in 1948. The Arts Council suggested that a family group would

be appropriate for its commission, based on the festival theme of "discovery", but Moore decided

to create a reclining female form instead. The Tate Gallery organized a retrospective of Moore's

works in 1951, to run alongside the festival on the South Bank. John Read produced a television

documentary for the BBC about Moore which included the making of the sculpture, from the initial

sketches to the casting of the full-size bronze.[1] For this sculpture, Moore used a new working

method that he would continue to use for his later works, starting with initial sketches before

making plaster maquettes, then creating a small bronze working model which would be enlarged

to create the full-size �nal cast. Moore made his sketches and maquettes in 1950 (LH 292a, b and

LH 292). A
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Ubl4psvbqjhicelifxm9 Your Friend in the Real Estate Business

Toronto, Toronto, Ontario

https://usa.pxs-staging.com/reclining-�gure-festival

Admin is integrity, energy, hard work, and creative service in every detail of your real estate

transaction. Admin grew up in the Bay Area and has continued rising early and has since built a

successful career in real estate for over 35 years in the bay area. He has worked every aspect of the

industry representing sellers, buyers, investors, and banks, in both the residential and commercial

market.
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Information on this website is provided by real estate professionals or developers and/or their representatives. Prices, details and availability may change; please verify any information with a real estate professional or
the developer. Collabra is not responsible for any errors or omissions. This is not an offer to sell. Collabra fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act.
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